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ABSTRACT

An LED array module was built with the purpose of photobleaching silver
nanoclusters stabilized by DNA (Ag:DNA) and finding their photostability
through a mathematical model that identifies their lifetime against photobleaching when illuminated with a broad band visible light source. Photostability has important practical implications for the study of Ag:DNA
because they are often used in microscopy. I have also discovered that
the photostability of Ag:DNA in a gel are significantly higher than in pure
buffer, suggesting that restricting the conformational freedom of the clusters
enhances their stability.
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1
INTRODUCTION

1.1

silver nanoclusters stabilized by dna

Silver nanoclusters stabilized by DNA (Ag:DNA) [1] have been the main
focus of my research. I designed a photobleaching LED array module to satisfy the spectral requirements to excite these emitters, and to be compatible
with the well plate format that we use to examine the fluorescence properties of Ag:DNA formed on many different DNA ”template” oligomers. For
the synthesis of Ag:DNA we use short (10-30 bases) single stranded DNA.
We add Ag+ and reduce the silver with sodium borohydride. By this simple
synthesis process in aqueous solution, silver nanoclusters form on the DNA
strands, which serve as scaffolds for silver atoms.[2]
The study of Ag:DNA has led to better understanding of their structural
properties and how the properties relate to the wide range of fluorescent
wavelengths of the Ag:DNA from the full visible into near infrared region.
There has been strong evidence that DNA templated silver clusters have a
rod-like shape, where the emission peak wavelengths are correlated to the
number of neutral silver atoms in the cluster.[3] The emission wavelengths
of the Ag:DNA produced in aqueous synthesis is dependent on the DNA
strand‘s sequence.[4] Ag:DNA have many characteristics, such as, their optical properties and their unique structures, that are relevant in the field of
DNA nanotechnology as well as in biological research.
The absorbance spectra of Ag:DNA are related to the excitation spectra for purified Ag:DNA. Figure 1 shows that all of these Ag:DNA have a
common UV peak around 260 nanometers as well as their own visible peak.
This means that each Ag:DNA can be excited both in the UV region and in
the visible region and both excitations will give fluorescence in the visible
region.
There are many aspects of Ag:DNA that are still not understood. Photobleaching is the process by which light irreversibly stops the fluorescence
of Ag:DNA. When the cluster is excited by absorbing a photon, the excited
electronic state has a lifetime of 1-10 nanoseconds. During this time it loses
some of its energy due to coupling with its surroundings, shape changes,
and internal vibrations. Due to this energy loss during the excited state
lifetime, the photon emitted on de-exitation has a lower energy. Aside from
this radiative decay, fluorescence, the excited state may instead decay nonradiatively. A third possibility is a permanent structural change that results in
a non-fluorescent form: photobleaching. High photostability corresponds
to low photobleaching rates.
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Figure 1: Absorbance spectra for Ag:DNA with 10, 14, 20, and 24 silver
atoms in each cluster. They all have a common DNA absorbance peak in the
UV region as well as their own absorbance peak in the visible region.
One of the most important properties of a good Ag:DNA is that it be
photostable and remain fluorescent for long periods of time. This is crucial for use of Ag:DNA as fluorescent labels for imaging applications.[5]
The goal of my work is to measure photostability for Ag:DNA with wideranging colors, formed on many different DNA sequences. We want to
know if all Ag:DNA have similar photostabilities. If instead photostabilities
vary widely, we want to know what controls photostability. Photostability
might be correlated to cluster color, or it could be that particular base motifs
within the DNA template are important.
1.2

photostability

The categorization of the tendency of a sample to undergo photobleaching
is how we identify the photostability of each Ag:DNA. In a sample there
are many fluorophores in solution. If we look at a single molecule, first
it is excited with a high energy photon then emits a lower energy photon.
This process is fluorescence. Each time the Ag:DNA absorbs a photon, it
has a probability to remain fluorescent or to lose its ability to fluoresce. The
silver nanocluster may still be in solution but be in a ”dark” state. There are
speculations as to why this happens, for example, it may be that once the
Ag:DNA is in an excited state it tends to change in conformation to a form
that makes it decay non-radiatively, rather than by emitting a photon. The
combination of many molecules going through photobleaching is measured
by the decrease in emission spectra intensity and is observed as a dimming
effect of the entire solution. The overall brightness of the solution will decay
according to the probability of photobleaching on a single molecule level.
In order to measure photobleaching, we first measure the Ag:DNA emission spectrum with low intensity light before illuminating with high intensity light from the LED array. We then remeasure the emission spectrum. The reduction in fluorescence is due to photobleaching of many fluorophores.
Initially we planned to investigate photostability using UV excitation of
the Ag:DNA via the DNA bases. We assumed that the UV photostability
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Figure 2: This graph shows how the photobleaching done by ultraviolet
light (horizontal axis) has no correlation with the photobleaching done with
visible light (vertical axis) on different Ag:DNA.
would correlate with the visible photostability due to the common peak in
the UV region of the absorbance spectra, as shown in Figure 1. However, I
have found that photobleaching effects are not correlated between UV excitation and visible excitation. Figure 2 shows the results found by illuminating
Ag:DNA on a well plate using the Tecan Multimode Plate Reader (Tecan).
The Tecan allows for easy scanning of the emission spectra of Ag:DNAs
with the use of a well plate. It illuminates the samples at 280 nm, their common UV peak, and gets their fluorescence intensity at wavelengths from 400
nm to 850 nm.
Photostability is important for the overall quality of a fluorophore. Photostability may be the deciding factor to whether or not to use a specific
fluorophore for an experiment. Many experiments use a microscope to
identify if a nanostructure has been formed. You may use a fluorophore
to identify the nanostructure and in order to see if it has been formed. The
ideal fluorophore will continue to fluoresce for a long time, at least until the
experiment is finished. But many will start photobleaching and the experiment may need to be cut short, or it may not work properly. That is why
having a photostable fluorophore is important.
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2
C O N S T R U C T I O N O F T H E L E D A R R AY

2.1

design

To compare the properties of Ag:DNA synthesis on many different DNA
strands, we use well plates containing an array of 384 wells. I have designed
and constructed an LED array module to uniformly illuminate the well plate.
I made preliminary tests with CREE LED flood lamps but the inconsistent
results from run to run made it necessary to find a different approach. I
also ran experiments using the Tecan to illuminate each of the wells one at
a time. This was extremely time inefficient.
The ideal illumination module would have a uniform output of light
with time as well as uniform spatial light intensity. The module will also
have a uniform spectrum of light output, so that it can excite Ag:DNA with
widely ranging excitation wavelengths.
This LED array module also greatly reduces heating the samples compared to incandescent bulbs, because emission characteristic of incandescent sources. The reduction in heating during illumination is important to
avoid thermal fluctuations to the clusters. LEDs do not have bright infrared
wavelengths.
In order to photobleach many samples at once the we will have a white
light source so that all the samples can be illuminated with the same light
source. We found the ideal LED light with a broad visible spectrum. This
encompasses most of the samples, that absorb in the visible spectrum (see
Figure 3). The LED array illuminates the samples from below in a well
plate. This well plate is 127mm by 85mm and each of the wells can be filled
with up to 50µL of solution. The well plate sits on a platform that is not
connected to the heatsink and therefore will not get any heat transferred to
it. Each of the wells on the well plate has a circular window on the bottom
that allows for the light to penetrate. The platforms hovers 2.5cm above the
heatsink where the LEDs are mounted.
2.2

materials

The materials used to build a white light source illumination device were as
follows.
Six CREE XLamp CXA 3050: We chose to work with LEDs as opposed
to using other light sources because LEDs do not tend to warm up and do
not emit light in the infrared part of the spectrum. These LEDs were chosen
because of their broad spectra (see Figure 3) and because they have a large
geometric area of light emission. Only six LEDs are needed to cover the area
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Figure 3: Spectrum of the LEDs.
of the well plate. Each LED is 27.34mm by 27.34mm. (Purchased by digikey
electronics with part number: CXA3050-0000-000N00W430F-ND.)
Heatsink: Each of the LEDs need to be attached to a heatsink. In order
to have all the LEDs as close together as possible we obtained a heatsink
that is able to fit all six of the LEDs together. The heatsink is 180mm by
100mm. It is solid on the top and it has metal fins in order to sink the heat.
(Purchased by digikey electronics with part number: 1061-1128-ND.)
Wiring: Each of the LEDs are attached by 16 gauge wire. (Purchased at
UCSB Physics stock room.)
Resistors: Each LED has a wirewound resistor attached to them they are
4.99 Ohm 1% resistor. (Purchased by Mouser Electronics with part number:
71-RH25-4.99.)
Power Supply: Programmable power supply GW PPS-020 GPIB.
Fan: Computer fan pushes air through the fins of the heatsink. (Purchased by Mouser Electronics with part number: 670-OA4715-12TB.)
Fan power cord: power cord attaches to fan and connects to the outlet
socket. (Purchased by Mouser Electronics with part number: 670-C4524P.)
Thermal Paste: Thermal Joint Compound, type 120 silicone wakefield
solution. This paste was used to mount the LEDs to the heatsink before permanently attaching them, in order to have preliminary tests for the spacing
of the LEDs on the heatsink. (Purchased at the UCSB Physics stock room.)
Thermal adhesive: Arctic Silver thermal adhesive is used to permanently
attach each of the LEDs to the heatsink. It comes in two 7g tubes. To make
an adhesive mixture I added 50% of each tube. A thin layer is applied within
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Figure 4: The entire setup of the LED array module.
5 minutes of mixing to the heatsink where the LED will permanently stay.
(Purchased by Amazon.com.)
Metal box: Used as a platform for the well plate to hover above the
heatsink. (Purchased at the UCSB Physics stock room.)
Well plate: Corning 384 well plate used to fill with samples that will be
photobleached.
2.3

assembly

To assemble the components first I started by soldering the wires to the
resistors. I soldered black covered wires to the resistors. For the solder pad
on the LED with a + sign I used red covered wire, and a black covered
wire for the other solder pad. I made sure the soldering iron did not exceed
572o F, as specified by CREE. Next, I attached each of the LEDs in series with
the resistors but in parallel with each other. I attached a banana connector
at the end of all the red covered wires and one at the end of all the black
covered wires. This entire setup is shown in Figure 4.
Before attaching the LEDs to the heatsink permanently I first attached
them with the thermal paste that can be removed. I did this in order to
get preliminary data to ensure that the LEDs were properly aligned on the
heatsink. I aligned them exactly in the middle of the heatsink leaving 3.5mm
separation between each of them, see Figure 5. At first I started with only
four LEDs but this was not covering all the wells in the well plate. We
decided to add two more LEDs to the design. After some preliminary results
that confirmed that was the ideal setup for the LEDs, I attached them with
arctic silver thermal adhesive. Since the solder pads on the LEDs are very
delicate I had to be careful to make sure the wires stay straight and do not
place strain on the solder pads. Solder pads came off from two of the LEDs,
which I had to replace with new ones.
I used a metal box and cut out a rectangular aperture, 8cm by 11cm, to be
used as the platform for the well plate, Figure 6. This platform hovers over
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Figure 5: Taken from above the LED array module to show the spacing of
3.5mm between each of the LEDs.

Figure 6: The setup from above with the platform and the rectangular aperture.
the heatsink and right above the LEDs. I used two pieces of polyethylene
(hard plastic) to support the platform and to make sure no heat is transferred from the heatsink to the platform in case there is contact, Figure 7.
The other side of the metal is used as a support base for the wires and the
resistors. This is to assure that the wires do not fall too low, which could
damage the solder pads.
The fan is 30 cm away from the heatsink. Its height is adjusted to allow
the flow of air: between the fins of the heatsink, between the LEDs and
the platform, and also to cool the well plate. Because the top of the well
plate is tightly covered with a plastic film, the air is excluded from the wells,
preventing evaporation.
The heatsink and the metal box parts all sit on top of a plastic board.
In order to get consistent alignment when using the LED array module, or
if any of the components are bumped over, I added foam adhesives to the
sides to make sure that the alignment is always the same. There is a plastic
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Figure 7: Two polyethylene supports for the platform and the spacing between the heatsink and the well plate.
sheet -that serves as a board- on the bottom of the entire setup and the foam
adhesives adhere to the board and ensure that if anything gets bumped, the
setup can be re-aligned with the same positioning.
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3
I L L U M I N AT I O N P R O C E D U R E A N D T E S T S O N
FLUORESCEIN

3.1

calibration on fluorescein

In order to find out whether the LEDs are illuminating and photobleaching
uniformly throughout the well plate I have used a common fluorophore,
fluorescein, that is easily photobleached. [8] I pipetted the fluorescein into
all 384 wells of the well plate. Once the entire plate was filled with 40µL of
5µM fluorescein, I used the Tecan to scan each well for its fluorescence. I
illuminated each well at 280 nm, fluorescein’s UV excitation peak.
We use a plastic adhesive cover for the well plate. This cover prevents
the samples from evaporating and reduces exposure to oxygen. The plate
is then placed on the platform. I illuminated the well plate in 15 minute
intervals, for a total of 60 minutes. I set the power supply at 34.00V and I
set a limit to the current to be 2.000A. This prevents the power supply to
exceed 2.000A. If it reaches 2.000A the power shuts off. The actual current
was only 1.443A. I also turned on the fan and set it to blow the air through
the fins. After each 15 minutes of illumination I scanned the well plate using
the Tecan to get the final emission spectra, again by exciting at 280 nm.
With this photobleaching data from fluorescein I was able to calculate
the correction values for each well, as explained in section 3.2.

3.2

analyzing correction and model

The mathematical model used to categorize photobleaching is the following
−αIrel t
Nf l
=e τ
N0

(1)

where N f l is the number of fluorescent molecules at time t, N0 initial
number of fluorescent molecules, α the number of total photons absorbed,
Irel spatial intensity distribution correction, t time in minutes of illumination,
τ lifetime in minutes of fluorophore in these conditions.
Nf l
N0

I

is proportional to the fluorescence intensities If0l . Where I f l is the
emission peak intenity at time t, and I0 is the emission peak intensity at the
initial time. α, the number of total photons absorbed can be described as
α=

Z

f ex (λ) f LED (λ)dλ
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(2)

Figure 8: A schematic of the well plate rows and columns. They are the
normalized spatial distribution correction values for each well, Irel . The
color scheme: green colors correspond to larger correction values while the
red colors correspond to lower correction values.

Figure 9: Relative standard deviation per well to the spatial distribution
correction values, Iex . The color scheme: green colors correspond to a low
relative standard deviation and red colors correspond to a higher relative
standard deviation.
Here f LED (λ) is the spectrum of the LED array, as shown in Figure 3,
and f ex (λ) is the excitation curve for each Ag:DNA and/or fluorophore, at
its emission peak wavelength.
With this model I found the spatial intensity distribution correction Irel ,
using the fluorescein data -from section 3.1.
With all the data from fluorecein I took the values at the emission peak
wavelength and found

Ifl
I0 ,

and solved for
Ifl
I0

Iex
τ

for t = 15min, t = 30min,

t = 45min, and t = 60min. I averaged
for each well and I normalized
it by dividing all numbers by the largest number. This value became the
correction values for each well, Irel for each of the wells. Figure 8 shows the
spatial intensity distribution correction values for each well, and Figure 9
shows the relative standard deviation. There was a clear middle area within
the well plate where the standard deviation was relatively lower than on the
corners and on the edges of the well plate. This is the preferred location to
test photostability.
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Once I had these correction values as well as the excitation curves at
the specific emission peak for each of the Ag:DNA then I could test the
photostability of the Ag:DNAs. The phototstability will be given as τ, which
is the time a specific Ag:DNA solution can last in our LED array module
setup until there are no more fluorescent molecules.
This τ is also related to the rate of photobleaching by a single molecule,
as well as the extinction coefficient maximum of the Ag:DNA, and the rate
of radiative and non-radiative decay. The fluorescence process can be explained as a simple 2-level system.
When no photobleaching happens, then N, the number of Ag:DNA that
are capable of fluorescing is constant and equal to
N = Ng + Ne

(3)

where Ng is the population in the ground state and Ne is the population
in the excited electronic state.
dNe
= k ex Ng − (kr + k nr ) Ne
(4)
dt
This is the rate equation where k ex is the rate of excitation from the
ground state, kr is the rate of radiative decay (fluorescence), and k nr is the
rate of non-radiative decay. At the steady state of excitation, with no photoe
bleaching, then dN
dt = 0. With weak excitation Ne is much smaller than Ng ,
so I can approximate Ng to be N. Solving Equation (4) for Ne and setting
Ng aproximately equal to N, then,
Ne = k ex τex N
where τex is the excited state lifetime, and it is equal to

(5)
1
kr k nr .

Now, to see what happens with photobleaching. We take the same model
as equation (3)-(5) and apply it to the 2 level system where photobleaching
happens. N is no longer a constant. We lose the fluorescent form of the
Ag:DNA only from the excited state.
dN
= −k b Ne
(6)
dt
where k b is the rate of decay into a non-fluorescent form, e.g. rate of
bleaching. Now by plugging equation (5) for Ne into equation (6), then our
new rate equation for photobleaching is
dN
= −k b k ex τex N
dt
a simple solution to this differential equation is
N (t) = N0 e−kb kex τex t

(7)

(8)

I can define k b k ex τex to be τ 1 in units of sec−1 . Small τbleach correspond
bleach
to: (1) high k b , a high rate of excited Ag:DNA are converted to a dark form,
(2) longer τex , extended lifetime of the excited state, that would boost Ne , (3)
high k ex , large rate at which ground state Ag:DNA are excited, that would
also boost Ne .
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To include the intensity of the LEDs, we can set the rate of excitation, k ex
as,
k ex = C

Z
band

Iex ( x, y; λ)e(λ)dλ

(9)

where C is an overall constant, Iex is the light intensity of the LED as a
function of x and y which correspond to the correction values for each well
as well as a function of λ, wavelength, and e is the extinction coefficient as
a function of wavelength.
The light intensity, Iex is a function of the spatial part of the well plate
and the band width of the light output,
Iex ( x, y; λ) = Irel ( x, y) f LED (λ)

(10)

The function of the extinction coefficient can be represented as its maximum value, emax multiplied by the normalized excitation curve of the
Ag:DNA, f ex (λ),
e(λ) = emax f ex (λ)

(11)

Combining equation (9), (10), and (11) we can set,
k ex = Cemax Irel α

(12)

where α is defined in equation (2).
We can infer from equation (8) and equation (12) that,
Ifl
= e−Ckb emax Irel ατex t
I0
where, again, we can assume

Nf l
I = N0

(13)

is proportional to

tioned before τ from equation (1) is proportional to
normalization factor.

Ifl
I0

1
Ck b emax ,

and as menwhere C is a

I

We can approximate If0l as a decaying exponential as described by equations (1) and equation (13). This is also shown by the experimental data, in
Figure 10.
I

When graphing If0l for 0, 15, 30, 45, and 60 minutes of illumination on the
well plate we expect to see a decaying exponential as described above. But
on the edges of the well plate where the illumination intensity falls rapidly
there is a larger error when fitting the exponential decay in Irel in each well.
This is shown in Figure 11.
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I

Figure 10: The points of photobleaching of fluorescein in the well L19, If0l
for 0, 15, 30, 45, and 60 minutes of illumination. The fit shows that it is
correctly described as a decaying exponential.

Figure 11: The points of photobleaching of fluorescein for row A of the well
I

plate, If0l for 0, 15, 30, 45, and 60 minutes of illumination. The fit curve (in
green) corresponds to well A2. This fit has a bigger error compared to well
L9 due to rapidly decrease in illumination intensity.
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4
R E S U LT S O N A G : D N A

4.1

classification of our ag:dna

In order to classify the Ag:DNA I used four standard Ag:DNA that are
used in our research group, these are: Ag770, Ag674, Ag565, and Ag636.
I have displayed their ID to match their emission peak wavelength. Their
sequences are listed on Table 1. I used the preferred geometric area for
testing these Ag:DNA. This area is from rows C-N and columns 4-21. I used
rows C, F, I, and L for Ag770, Ag674, Ag565, and Ag636, respectively, and
used columns 4-21 for each of them.

Ag:DNA ID
Ag770
Ag674
Ag565
Ag636

Sequence
CCCACCCACCCGCCCA
CACCGCTTTTGCCTTTTGGGGACGGATA
TGCCTTTTGGGGACGGAT A
TTCCCACCCACCCCGGCCCGTT

τ in minutes
481
426
453
679

Table 1: The four Ag:DNA, their sequence, and lifetime calculated with the
model Equation 1.
Table 1 also shows photostability, given by τ, the lifetime of the fluorophore in minutes for the LED array module. I illuminated for 15 minutes,
and used the procedure explained in Chapter 3.
The α values for each of these Ag:DNA were significantly different. To
find these I normalized by peak height, the spectra of the LED and also the
excitation spectra of each of the Ag:DNA. I then multiplied both of those
functions with each other and integrated for all wavelengths.
For Ag636 I did not have the excitation spectrum. I used its absorbance
spectrum, instead of its excitation spectrum. The absorbance curve should
give me the same result as the excitation curve.
4.2

photostability in gel

There is speculation that by diminishing the possible ways an Ag:DNA can
move, it could photobleach more slowly. Molecular crowding has shown to
increase the fluorescence of Ag:DNA [6]. The photostability would increase
because the Ag:DNA would not be able to lose its conformation once it is in
the excited state. We tested this hypothesis by putting the Ag:DNA in gel,
instead of an aqueous surrounding. I used a triblock copolymer, Pluronic
F127, as a gel. Its molecular structure is shown on Figure 12. Pluronic F127
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Figure 12: The molecular structure of triblock copolymer Pluronic F127.
is a substance that at 20-30% by weight in aqueous solution can be manipulated to change states between gel and liquid depending on temperature.
In a lower temperature it is a liquid. Once it reaches room temperature
or higher temperatures then it becomes a gel. I used it as a liquid first in
order to be able to pipet it into the wells. By knowing that its confirmation changes to gel at a higher temperature it allows me to check how the
photostability is affected by immobilization of the Ag:DNA.
I first added 10µL of the synthesized Ag:DNA of Ag770, Ag674, Ag565,
and Ag636 into rows D, G, J, and M, respectively, and only in columns 4-21.
Then, I added the 21% Pluronic F127, which had been dissolved in water
and buffer (10mM ammonium acetate) and been sitting in the fridge over
night. When I was pippeting the Pluronic F127 into the wells, I had the
stock solution in an ice bath in order to keep the Plurinic F127 liquid to
pipet easily. I used the same method for classification as for the Ag:DNA
in buffe. I scanned for the emission spectra, illuminated on the LED array
module and re-scanned the emission spectra of the four Ag:DNA in gel.
I compared the initial fluorescence intensity of the normal Ag:DNA in
only buffer with the initial fluorescence intensity of the Ag:DNA in Pluronic
F127. The normal Ag:DNA had 40µL of the synthesized Ag:DNA compared
to the one with gel that had 10µL. Instead of assuming that the fluorescence
should be 25% as bright if there were only 25% of synthesized Ag:DNA in
a buffer solution, I measured the difference in fluorescence. I had to do this,
because I only had data for the intensity of 100% synthesized Ag:DNA from
the same day as the Pluronic F127 data was taken. I compared the emission
intensity of 100% synthesized Ag:DNA with 25% Ag:DNA and 75% buffer.
I calculated the ratio of fluorescence and it was not 25% as expected. For
all four Ag:DNA, it was slightly higher than 25%, see Table 2. To compare
the fluorescence in Pluronic F127 with synthezied Ag:DNA and Ag:DNA
in buffer I multiplied the fluorescence ratios from Table 2 to the original
fluorescence of 100% Ag:DNA in buffer. From this information I deduced
that the fluorescence of Ag:DNA in Pluronic F127 becomes brighter. Only
for Ag770 did the brightness of the initial fluorescence decrease by only 2%,
see Table 3.
Ag:DNA ID
Ag770
Ag674
Ag565
Ag636

Percent brightness pure Ag:DNA
43%
39%
41%
29%

Table 2: Percent brightness of four Ag:DNA with only 25% synthesized
Ag:DNA and 75% buffer and water solution.
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Ag:DNA ID
Ag770
Ag674
Ag565
Ag636

Initial fluorescence in Pluronic F127
2% dimmer
36% brighter
60% brighter
16% brighter

Table 3: Percent dimmer or brighter of initial fluorescence of four Ag:DNA
with Pluronic F127.
Ag:DNA ID
Ag770
Ag674
Ag565
Ag636

τ in minutes in Pluronic F127
1064
1073
882
2899

Table 4: Lifetime calculated for each of the four Ag:DNA in Pluronic F127
with the model Equation 1.
The lifetime of the four standard Ag:DNA were incredibly higher in
Pluronic F127. Table 4 shows the lifetime for each of the Ag:DNA immobilized by Pluronic F127. The photostability were two to four times as photostable as compared to their photostability in buffer.
4.3

photostability with anti-fade agents

There are many anti-fade agents that work great for fluorophores such as
Alexa Fluor and Cyanine dyes. [7] Anti-fade agents are chemicals that may
decrease the photobleaching rates on fluorophores. We wanted to see if
anti-fade agents would also work for our four standard Ag:DNA. I used
Poly(vinyl) alcohol (PVA) and Ascorbic Acid (AA).
PVA was used in microscopy of Ag:DNA in the past and slowed the
photobleaching. PVA had been used by spinning it down and put into a
film where the Ag:DNA were immobilized. In this experiment PVA was in
liquid form at 5.044mg/mL. I was trying to find out if the photostability
due to PVA had anything chemically happening, or if it was only due to
immobilization of the Ag:DNAs. I added 6µL of the synthesized Ag:DNA
to wells in the preferred area of the well plate and then added 34µL of the
dissolved PVA with buffer, (10mM ammonium acetate). On that same day
I also filled wells with 15% synthesized Ag:DNA and the rest buffer so I
could directly compare the fluorescence intensity before illuminating the
plate. When comparing our four standard Ag:DNA in PVA and in only
buffer I saw an increase in brightness of above 30% in all four Ag:DNA, see
Table 5. Since there were 18 wells with each Ag:DNA I took the average to
report.
Then I illuminated the well plate and used our model described in equation 1 to find the lifetime of each of these Ag:DNA in PVA. Table 6 shows the
results. Ag:DNA in PVA had shorter lifetimes for all four Ag:DNA tested.
I tested an anti-fade agent that had previously worked on other fluorophores. Ascorbic acid had been used in other dye molecules and helped
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Ag:DNa ID
Ag770
Ag674
Ag565
Ag636

Initial Fluorescence in PVA
33% brighter
57% brighter
57% brighter
42% brighter

Table 5: Percent difference in intensity of initial fluorescence of four
Ag:DNA with PVA.
Ag:DNA
Ag770
Ag674
Ag565
Ag636

τ in minutes in PVA
258
235
354
400

Table 6: Lifetime calculated for each of the four Ag:DNA in PVA with the
model Equation 1.
the photostability by acting as a oxygen scavenging agent. [7] I also used
10mM AA in my experiments. I first added 6µL of the synthesized Ag:DNA
and 34µL of AA and buffer. In the first scan of the emission spectra using
the Tecan there was a clear decrease in the fluorescence of all four standard Ag:DNA compared to their intensity in pure buffer. I found that all
Ag:DNA in AA decreased in fluorescence intensity by at least 91% in all
occasions before any photobleaching experiments took place (see Table 7).
I still performed the illumination and scanned the fluorescence intensity
again after illumination, but all Ag:DNA had lost their fluorescence.
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Ag:DNA ID
Ag770
Ag674
Ag565
Ag636

Initial fluorescence in AA
91% dimmer
94% dimmer
100% dimmer
94% dimmer

Table 7: Percent dimmer of initial fluorescence of four Ag:DNA with AA.
For Ag565 there was no initial fluorescence when the Ag:DNA were in
10mM AA.
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5
P H O T O S TA B I L I T Y S U R V E Y

5.1

photostability on older synthesized ag:dna

I used three well plates of Ag:DNA that had been synthesized between one
and a half to two years prior. These were synthesized by a pipet robot
and Stacy Copp used random as well as designed 10 base strand sequences.
These well plates had been previously studied and were saved with the
adhesive plastic cover in the fridge to prolong their lifespan.
I scanned the wells that were fluorescent under a ultraviolet light box to
find their current ”initial” fluorescence. I scanned the plates by using the
Tecan by illuminating them at 280 nm on the Tecan, then I illuminated them
for 15 minutes with the LED array module, and re-scanned the fluorescence
on the Tecan. Then I calculated their photostability by finding their τ. I
also scanned for their excitation spectra, on the Tecan, to find α. Table 8
shows all of the Ag:DNA that were still fluorescent after a long period of
time, their nucleic base sequence, their current emission peak wavelenght,
their lifetime τ, and the standard deviation for each particular well from the
calibration on fluorescein. These experiments were not done in the preferred
area of the well plate, since the Ag:DNA had already been pippeted into the
well plate.
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Ag:DNA ID
F18-pl2
G8-pl2
L12-pl2
L19-pl3
N12-pl2
O17-pl1
N13-pl3
C6-pl3
J20-pl3
B13-pl3
J21-pl1
I24-pl2
G12-pl3
C5-pl2
E1-pl3
C17-pl3
M9-pl3
K20-pl3
D12-pl2
M1-pl3
B6-pl3
F6-pl1
M4-pl3
I5-pl3
I4-pl3
B7-pl3
C21-pl3
I9-pl2
I16-pl2
I14-pl3
H8-pl3
G10-pl2
H7-pl3
J6-pl2
B3-pl2
O16-pl3
K22-pl2
C14-pl1
L11-pl2
B4-pl2
B11-pl3
N10-pl2
N6-pl2
J13-pl2
F17-pl2
K4-pl2
E2-pl3
F14-pl2
E21-pl2
B3-pl3
I12-pl3
O23-pl1

Sequence
CACCCTTAGA
CTTTATCACC
TCTACTCATT
CCACTCCCCG
TTGCCAAGTG
GAAGGACCCT
CCCAGAGAGT
GCGACCCCAG
TGCCCCCAAC
CCCAAGCCGC
TGCTATCCGT
GAAAAGCCCA
CCAGCACCGA
TCCACGAGAA
CCCACACGCC
ACGCACCCAG
CCAAGACCCA
GCCGACCCTT
CCTACACTGT
TCCCACGGAT
ATCCCGAGCG
ATCCCACGAG
ATCCCAAGCT
ATCCCTCCCA
ATCCCACCTC
ATCCCGCCCA
ATCCCACCGA
TGTGAACGTG
GCCGTAGCGA
GCCCACACAA
GGACCCCCGT
ACAAGCCCCA
GCTCCCCGAC
TAACTATGGT
CACCCCCAGT
CACAAACCCA
TTCGTTGCGC
GCCAGTCCCG
ACGGTCCGAT
GCACTTCTTT
CCAGCCCGGA
TCCGGACAAT
GACGGGTCCC
CGTCTGCGCA
CCTGGCTAGC
CAACCATGTA
CCCCAGCTCG
GCCAACTCGT
ACCTGGACCG
ACCCGGCGCG
GAGAGCCCGA
ACGTGCACTA

Current wavelength
449
476
515.3
515.4
522
528
530
531
531
531.4
534
534.6
535
535.9
537
537
538
541
544
545
547
548
549
552
553
553
554
560
561
614
618
630
630
632
642.8
647
648
649
651
664
674
680
690
690
702
706
707
709
716
731
541/573
597

τ
13121

560
148
-6106
198
487
1799
567
94
453
602
775
221
232
445
11616
1100
121
4502
181
493
291
364
97
1061
2776
70
179
243
272
370
527
114
207
574
1107
170
322
720
99
248
442
241
-1931
388
626
388
1115

Rel. Standard Deviation
6%
23%
4%
5%
6%
5%
6%
19%
3%
13%
3%
9%
13%
15%
44%
20%
11%
8%
12%
31%
26%
9%
9%
9%
11%
29%
24%
12%
24%
12%
22%
14%
17%
6%
30%
12%
11%
20%
5%
35%
17%
11%
11%
13%
8%
5%
54%
10%
18%
30%
14%
12%

Table 8: All the Ag:DNA that were still fluorescent after 1.5 to 2 years of synthesis. The second column corresponds to their emission peak wavelength
at the time the photobleaching experiments
were performed. The third col26
umn is the lifetime found according to the model in Equation 1. The fourth
column corresponds to the relative standard deviation to the spatial component of the well plate.

6
CONCLUSION

6.1

method of classifying photostability of ag:dna

I have found a method to classify the photostability of our most standard
Ag:DNA, as well as classifying a large number of Ag:DNA from entire well
plates. The model equation (1) allows for us to incorporate all the important
aspects that we believe are related with photobleaching for specific Ag:DNA
as well as the characteristics of the LED array module and making sure that
we have all the known factors taken into account.
A big advantage of this LED array module is the ease of testing different Ag:DNA with various excitation peak wavelengths in a time efficient
manner. I developed a high through-put screening method because many
samples can be tested at the same time. The LED array module is easy to use
and simple to analyze the photobleaching lifetime of Ag:DNA, see Figure
13.
Now that I have found the lifetime our most standard Ag:DNA we can
perform these experiments on other Ag:DNA. This will give us a method
to screen many Ag:DNA candidates for photostability in order to discover
new Ag:DNA that are very photostable. This will be very important in
microscopy applications.
6.2

four most stable ag:dna

I have also concluded that by immobilizing the Ag:DNA, e.g. by putting it
in a gel, dramatically increases photostability. This was consistent with all
four of our Ag:DNA samples. This is true because the Ag:DNA in liquid
PVA, that was originally known to give better photostability, had shorter
lifetimes. The Ag:DNA in the gel, Pluronic F127, gave a longer lifetime
The previous tables 1, 4 and 6 show the final results of the photobleaching
lifetimes for the four standard Ag:DNA with gel, with PVA and in buffer.
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Figure 13: Graph of lifetime, τ, (log scale) versus emission peak wavelength
of Ag:DNA.
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